We present a generalisation of existing Lipschitz estimates for the stop and play operator for an arbitrary convex and closed characteristic, which contains the origin, in a separable Hilbert space. We are especially concerned with the dependence of stop and play on different scalar products.
Introduction
The so-called stop and play operators are often used in the mathematical analysis of elastoplastic models or contact mechanics, wherever rate-independent hysteresis phenomena occur. The following notation follows Brokate and Krejčí; cf. [1, 2, 6, 7] .
For a given scalar product ·, · on a separable Hilbert space X , a convex and closed set Z ⊆ X such that 0 ∈ Z , named the characteristic, and an element s 0 ∈ Z , named the initial memory, there exists a unique decomposition of the identity operator I = S Z , ·,· + P Z , ·,· into operators
named stop s(t) = S Z , ·,· (f , s 0 )(t) and play p(t) = P Z , ·,· (f , s 0 )(t)
(for all t ∈ [0, T ]), defined by the uniquely determined solutions of the evolution variational inequality
Here, W
, X } is the Sobolev space of X -valued, absolutely continuous functions with q-integrable derivative; see [7, Appendix] .
The dependence of S and P on the geometry Z and the inputs s 0 and f has been a subject of extensive study in the cited literature, whereas the dependence on the scalar product ·, · is usually not considered. We want to fill this gap in these short notes with Proposition 3.1. But first, by means of the following two examples, we want to give a short rough sketch of why our estimates are useful.
Example 1 (Linear Kinematic Hardening Material). Proposition 3.1 directly translates into local parameter robustness results
in elastoplasticity for linear kinematic hardening material; see [6, 7] . Just consider the stress σ = α + β (decomposed into back-stress α and plastic stress β ∈ Z ), the strain ε = ε el + ε pl (decomposed into elastic ε el and plastic strain ε pl ), Hooke's law σ = C ε el , the linear kinematic hardening law α = Aε pl , the normality rule ε pl , β − * ≥ 0 for all * ∈ Z , where Z is a Mises or Tresca set, and identify p = α (play),
Then Proposition 3.1 yields similar local stability results to [4, section 7.4 ] in a very simple, but concise language,
• without transforming the constitutive stress-strain law into its corresponding 'primal problem' (in the context of convex analysis); cf. [4, Chapter 7] ;
• without additional restrictive assumptions, for example the 'safe load condition' of [4, Section 8.2] ; the reader should note that our proofs are completely elementary from a functional analytic point of view.
We find as a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1 that for two stress inputs σ i , two initial memories β 0,i , two Hooke tensors C i : X → X and two linear kinematic hardening tensors A i : X → X , i ∈ {1, 2}, the differences · = · 1 − · 2 of the corresponding outputs α(t) , β(t) , ε(t) , ε el (t) and ε pl (t) can be estimated by sums of
where the constants depend on
(and Korn's constant, if the material law is considered in connection with Newton's balance equations). Here, X is allowed to be either
(if the full elastoplastic boundary value problem is considered). Details and extensions for linear kinematics plus isotropic hardening material are provided in [9, Chapter 2] and [8] .
Example 2 (Durability or High/Low Cycle Fatigue, HCF/LCF).
In the engineering literature, there exist fast FE postprocessing algorithms that correct the elastic stress tensor e σ (t) (from the linear elastic boundary value problem) in order to get an approximationσ (t) to the real elastoplastic stress σ (t) (from the elastoplastic boundary value problem); see e.g. [5] . These algorithms enjoy a high popularity in the engineering community, as they provide a basis for better lifetime prediction for metallic bodies subjected to exterior loads. At first glance from an analytical point of view, they seem very dubious, since the constitutive material law, e.g. linear kinematic hardening, is entered with the elastic stress e σ (t) and a fictive parameter e A instead of the elastoplastic stress σ (t) and the linear kinematic hardening tensor A; see Example 1. With the aid of Proposition 3.1 and a change of the underlying scalar product from ·, · R to ·, · e A (the operator R already occurring in the work of Gröger [3] ), it is now possible to justify this approach by giving upper estimates for the corrected stress of the form
in terms of the total variation of the applied exterior forces F (t). This ensures a small error for the corrected stressσ (t) for the scope of LCF, if e A is chosen close to R. Details would go beyond the scope of these short notes, so the reader is referred to [8, 9] . Remark 1.1. In fact, the domain and range of stop and play can be chosen larger than W 1,1 = AC . See Theorem 4.1 in [7] for functions of class CBV = C ∩ BV , i.e. continuous functions of bounded variation, and Section 4.2 in [7] for continuous functions. Note that the inclusions W
Further, S and P are continuous with respect to the norm f W 1,q = |f
cf. Theorem 4.2 and the remarks after Theorem 9.7 in [7] .
The standard Lipschitz estimates for stop and play
We first have a look at the standard estimates for stop and play. From the defining variational inequality (1), difference quotients and passing to the limit to zero, one sees that ṗ(t),ṡ(t) = 0 a.e. in [0, T ], which implies the Pythagoras relation, from which
follow. Further, we have for two decompositions
everywhere in the interval [0, T ]. For a proof of (3) see [1, 2] . They are a special case for A 1 = A 2 = A = I from Proposition 3.1. (3) implies the Lipschitz continuity of stop and play, considered as operators S, P : (
with Lipschitz constants equal to 1 (for stop) and 2 (for play).
Remark 2.1. The proofs of the estimates (3) and our generalised versions in Proposition 3.1 do not require the interior of Z being non-empty. The assumption 0 ∈ Int(Z ) of Proposition A.1, . . . , A.3 in [2] can be weakened to 0 ∈ Z . For this, see Theorem 1.9, Proposition 3.9 and Remark 3.10 in [6] .
In the next section, the following inequality of Gronwall kind will be helpful:
Generalisations for different scalar products
We now generalise Brokate's and Krejčí's results in the sense that we allow different inputs, different initial memories and different scalar products. The main result of these notes is the following proposition for the stop operator. Then, the estimates for play follow by analogy. 
induce equivalent norms
Let further a convex, closed characteristic {0} ⊆ Z ⊆ X , two input functions and two initial memories
For the stop and the play operator with respect to Z and the scalar products ·, · A 1 and ·, · A 2 , denoted by
respectively. Here · = · 1 − · 2 ; in particular, A
2 . Proof. By the defining variational inequalities (1) w.r.t. the scalar products (4), we have
for i = 1, 2. Letting s 1 and s 2 chiastically into (8), we see that 
Integrating (10), we arrive at 
